ROMAN VALUES
AND HEROES
LECTURE 3

P

erhaps the best way to gain insight into Roman culture is to examine
what the Romans themselves identified as being the qualities of the
ideal Roman. In terms of understanding them and their behavior, it
matters less whether Romans in reality lived up to these standards,
but rather how they wanted to appear to others. This lecture paints
a portrait of the ideal Roman by examining stories of early Roman heroes, as
recounted by the historian Livy.

MUCIUS SCAEVOLA
®® Imagine that your nation is at war with a dangerous enemy. In order
to save your country, you have volunteered to sneak into the enemy
headquarters and assassinate their leader. Unfortunately, your attack fails.
Worse, you are captured and dragged before the enemy king. He wants to
obtain information about your country’s plans but knows that you will
not reveal the information willingly. Therefore, he decides to torture you
to find out what you know, so he has a blazing urn of fire brought into the
room. What would you do if faced with this desperate situation?

I am a Roman citizen. My name is Gaius Mucius. I came here to kill
my enemy and I am not afraid to die. Romans know both how to act
with bravery and how to show bravery in suffering. I am the first to
attempt to kill you, but I will not be the last, because there are many
others like myself who will take up my mission. Therefore, prepare
yourself to live in danger, to fear for your life every hour of the day. …
Watch me and learn how unimportant the body is to those who have
dedicated themselves to a greater cause.
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®® According to Livy, this was exactly the plight that a young Roman
named Mucius found himself in during one of the many wars in Rome’s
early history. Rather than be intimidated by the king’s threat of torture,
however, Mucius found a way to psychologically turn the tables on his
captor. According to Livy’s account, Mucius boldly declared:

®® At the conclusion of this proud statement, “Mucius thrust his right hand
into the flames and held it there. As the flesh burned from his bones,
Mucius gave no sign that he felt anything.” Upon seeing this unbelievable
display of willpower, the king was so astonished—and so intimidated by
Mucius’s fanaticism—that he released Mucius and ended the war, wisely
preferring not to fight against a nation of such formidable opponents.

The Rise of Rome

®® To honor his deed, the Romans bestowed a new name upon Mucius—one
that would be passed down to his descendants, serving for all eternity
to remind them and everyone who interacted with them of his sacrifice.
From then on, he was known as Mucius Scaevola, which can be loosely
translated as “Mucius the Lefty.”
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®® In the value system Mucius embodies, the individual is much less
important than the group. This Roman emphasis on the good of the state
trumping the good of the individual sharply contrasts with the earlier
Homeric Greek value system, embodied by figures such as Achilles, in
which the paramount virtue was personal glory.
®® Mucius also demonstrates the qualities of cleverness and resourcefulness.
Even after his mission apparently fails, he uses his mind to find a way
out of a seemingly hopeless situation and to intimidate the enemy
king into making peace, thus achieving his overall purpose through
unexpected means.
®® Finally, he demonstrates a superhuman degree of willpower and
determination when he voluntarily burns off his own hand. This is the
crucial moment of the story, and it is this act, more than anything else,
that elevates Mucius beyond the ranks of ordinary citizens to heroic status.

CINCINNATUS

®® Cincinnatus lived in the 5th century B.C. at a time when Rome had only
recently overthrown its monarchy and become a Republic. The experience
of living under kings had left the Romans with a deep-seated hatred of
any one man having absolute power. Under their new political system,
the Romans went to great lengths to spread political authority among
a variety of individuals and institutions.
®® The Romans were a very practical people, however, and they realized that
in moments of extreme danger when the state itself was threatened with
complete destruction, it was necessary to put a single person with absolute
power in charge in order to enable swift and decisive action. When such
a person was appointed, he was called a dictator, and his term was strictly
limited to no longer than six months.
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®® The majority of the accounts in Livy focus on youthful action heroes, but
there are several well-known stories whose protagonists display a more
complicated or nuanced set of societal values. One of these concerns an
older man, a retired general named Lucius Quinctius Cincinnatus.

®® In Livy’s account, an enemy army had invaded Roman territory and
succeeded in trapping the Roman army. The capture of the army would
have resulted in the destruction of the Roman state, so in this time of
emergency, the Senate determined that a dictator was needed. They
selected the retired general Cincinnatus, and a delegation of the Senate
was sent to inform him.
®® They found the old warrior hard at work on his tiny, three-acre farm.
Cincinnatus put on his toga, accepted the appointment to the dictatorship,
and quickly organized the Roman defenses. Through a series of brilliant
maneuvers, he completely defeated the enemy and rescued the surrounded
Roman army. Although Cincinnatus had been granted the dictatorship
for a period of six months, he resigned after only 16 days.
®® The key moment in this story is the one at the very end: After winning
his victory and saving the state, Cincinnatus was beloved by everyone
and at the height of his popularity. He was also still dictator, and he
therefore possessed absolute power over the Roman state and everything
and everyone in it.
®® One might naturally assume that this would be the sort of position most
people would aspire to and would want to savor as long as possible—loved
by all and wielding total control. Cincinnatus, however, chose to defy
this expectation, and instead of enjoying the power and fame that he had,
after all, deservedly won through his own talent and efforts, he voluntarily
resigned from the dictatorship and returned to his farm.

The Rise of Rome

®® Why would Cincinnatus give up fame, power, and fortune in exchange
for obscurity, poverty, and hard work? The main answer, of course, is that
he exemplifies the Roman Republican attitude of being uncomfortable
with one person having too much political authority, even if that one man
is himself.
®® Both for the Romans and for later civilizations, Cincinnatus became the
paradigm for a type of altruistic behavior that was perhaps more ideal
than reality—that talented individuals should use their gifts for the
benefit and glory of the state, and not seek reward or fame for themselves.
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®® Cincinnatus also embodies the concept of the citizen/soldier/farmer,
a concept absolutely central to the Romans’ image of themselves. The
perfect Roman was a man like Cincinnatus: in times of peace, a hardworking, self-sufficient farmer; in times of war, a tough and hardened
soldier; and at all times, an honest and engaged citizen. How often and
to what degree reality differed from this ideal is less significant than the
fact that the ideal existed, and that men like Cincinnatus were constantly
being cited as role models to be emulated.

HORATII AND CURIATII
®® Another story from Livy involves another war between Rome and its
neighbors—this time, the Albans. Because the two sides are so evenly
matched, each realizes that the war will be very destructive to both the
winner and the loser. They therefore agree to hold a combat between
three warriors from each side, with the result to determine the outcome
of the war.

The Rise of Rome

®® As chance would have it, in each of the armies there happened to be a trio
of brothers, all renowned for their skill and strength. The triplets on the
Alban side were called the Curiatii, and those on the Roman, the Horatii.
On the day appointed for the duel, the feuding armies encamped on
opposite sides of a field and the two sets of triplets strode into the open
space between them.
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®® At first, they were evenly matched. After a few moments of combat,
however, the tide turned sharply against the Romans. Two of the Roman
Horatii were killed, although all three of the Alban Curiatii incurred
slight wounds. Now it was three Curiatii against the lone remaining
brother of the Horatii.
®® Although badly outnumbered, Horatius had one thing in his favor: He
was uninjured, whereas each of the Curiatii had a minor wound. Seeing
in this a chance, he began to run, and the Curiatii set off in pursuit. As
the chase progressed, however, the three Curiatii became spaced out
wider and wider, as each was only able to run as quickly as his particular
injury allowed.
®® Once a sizable gap opened up between the first two Curiatii, the
remaining Horatii brother suddenly spun around and engaged the
foremost of the Curiatii. In this one-on-one battle, the uninjured Roman
had the advantage. He quickly slew the first of the Curiatii, then waited
for the second to arrive. By the time the third and most severely wounded
of the Curiatii labored onto the scene, the second had already been killed.
The third soon followed.

®® While almost all of Livy’s stories focus on male heroes, this particular
tale has an interesting postscript which indicates some expectations for
behavior for Roman women. After receiving the acclamation of his peers,
as was customary, the surviving one of Horatii stripped the arms and
armor off the men he had killed, and then set off triumphantly for home,
bearing these bloody trophies.
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®® In this story, we see on display the by now familiar Roman virtues of
bravery and willingness to sacrifice yourself for your country. In addition,
the victor displayed resilience in not giving up when things seemed to be
going badly, and ingenuity in coming up with a successful strategy.

®® As fate would have it, the sister of the victorious Horatii happened to be
engaged to marry one of the slain Curiatii. When she recognized in her
brother’s hands the blood-stained cloak of her fiancé—a cloak she had
woven herself and given as a gift to her lover—she understandably burst
into tears.
®® Her brother was so enraged by her display of grief, which marred his own
victory and glory, that he drew his sword and stabbed her to death. As he
did so, he shouted, “Go then to your betrothed, … forgetful of your dead
brothers, of the one who still lives, and of your country! Let every Roman
woman who mourns for an enemy be punished in this way!”
®® Horatius was put on trial for the murder of his sister, but after a speech
by his father defending his actions, he was acquitted by popular acclaim.
Both Horatius’s words and the outcome of the trial make it quite clear
where the priorities lay for Roman women, who were expected to subsume
their personal wishes and desires to the interests of their family and
the state.
Suggested Reading
Livy, History of Rome.
Questions to Consider
ww What social and cultural purposes are served by having shared
stories of heroic figures? You may want to consider unity, identity,
explanation, and values.

The Rise of Rome

ww How much do you think it matters whether stories about heroic or
foundational figures are true or not?
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